General Umpire’s Report Form

Date:

Time:

Event #:

Race:

Event:

Venue:
Heat #:

Semi #:

Final

M / F

Competitors Involved
Number:

Lane:

Centre / Club / Country:

Number:

Lane:

Centre / Club / Country:

Tick

127.4 The Umpire (s) shall report to the Referee any breach of the Rules, even if the athlete (or team) does not finish the race.
Rule
Infringement
Tick
Rule
Infringement
163.2
Jostled or obstructed competitor (#
)
163.3
Ran outside lane ___ into lane ___ for
as to impede progress.
___ strides.
 Intentionally
 Unintentionally
163.3b
Ran on the inside of kerb or line for ___ strides.
Advantage gained
Yes / No
163.5
Broke from lane ___ meters before the break
163.6
Voluntarily stepped off the track for ___ strides
line at the start of the back straight.
on lap ___ and subsequently re-joined the race.
Hurdles
Assistance to Athletes / Athlete Misconduct
168.6
Ran outside lane ___ into lane ___ for ___
163.14
Intermediate times communicated from the comstrides.
petition area to athletes by a non official during
the race.
168.6
Knocks down or significantly displaces a hurdle in
144
Received other assistance or coaching
another lane
________________________________________
 Directly
 Indirectly
________________________________________
168.7
Did not go over hurdle ___.
125.5
Acting in an unsporting or improper manner.
________________________________________
168.7a
Left / Right leg below the horizontal plane of the
top of hurdle ___ at the instant of clearance.
________________________________________
168.7b
163.3(b)

Deliberately knocked hurdle ___ over.
Steeplechase
Ran on the inside of the designated track while
entering / exiting the water jump for ___ strides.

169.7

Did not go over hurdle 1
on lap ___.

2

3

169.7a

Stepped to one side or other of the water jump
on lap ___.

169.7b

Foot or leg (left/right) at instance of clearance
below horizontal plane of top of hurdle. Left/
right side of hurdle ___ at the instant of clearance on lap ___.

144.3

4 or WJ

Where did the incident occur?
X
O

Place of Infringement
Umpire Position

 a) Pacing in races by persons not participating
in the same race
 by athletes lapped or about to be lapped
 or by any kind of technical device (other than
those permitted under Rule 144.4(d))
 b) Possession or use of video recorders,
radios, CD, radio transmitters, mobile phone or
similar devices in the competition arena.
 c) Except for shoes complying with Rule 143,
the use of any technology or appliance that
provides the user with an advantage which he
would not have obtained using the equipment
specified in, or permitted by, the Rules.
 d) The use of any mechanical aid, unless the
athlete can establish on the balance of
probabilities that the use of an aid would not
provide him with an overall competitive
advantage over an athlete not using such aid.
 e) Provision of advice or other support by any
official of the competition not related to or
required by their specific role in the competition
at the time (e.g. time or distance gaps in a race)

Further information

Umpires Name:
Umpires Signature:
Action Taken:
Referees Name:

None

Warning

Disqualification

Rule Number:

Referees Signature:

If an athlete is disqualified during a competition, reference to the IAAF Rule infringed should be made in the official results.
01/2018
Attach this report to the result of the event.

